
Funding From All Corners

Coordinating grant making and individual fundraising—the top two revenue sources for nonprofi ts—is vital for 
growth. However, until now there haven’t been solutions for funders or nonprofi ts that combined grants and 
individual donor management.

Enter Fluxx & Neon One, which are partnering to unify philanthropic funding, growing the funding pie for 
nonprofi ts. Creating an end-to-end connection from donations through grants will allow philanthropic 
foundations to leverage grant reporting and application systems along with advanced fundraising solutions that 
support both giving days and year-round donations. It will also allow nonprofi ts to seek and manage funds from 
both grantmakers and individual donors.

Fluxx powers giving and impact in philanthropy by 
connecting givers and doers. The Fluxx platform 
creates capacity, increases visibility, and improves 
collaboration. Hundreds of the world’s leading 
foundations and tens of thousands of nonprofi ts rely 
on Fluxx to streamline their funding processes, get 
data-driven insights, and drive more impact.

Empowering mission-driven organizations through innovative 
grant and individual fundraising toolkits

Neon One is a powerful 
technology ecosystem fueling 
mission-driven organizations to 
build capacity through software 
and services designed for social 
impact. We pioneer solutions for 
fundraising, community building, 
and program operations 
that power the future of 
philanthropy.
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Fundraising Fundamentals Toolkit
The Fundraising Fundamentals Toolkit allows nonprofi ts to raise funds and manage grant applications with free 
setup tools. Data can also be connected, managed, and used by the larger Neon One and Fluxx ecosystems, 
providing a fully-featured nonprofi t technology stack.

Fluxx Grantseeker is the ultimate way to track grants. This free grants management system powers thousands of 
nonprofi ts with an all-in-one tool for organizing, collaborating, reporting and insights. Track tasks and deadlines, 
share and store documents, organize funder and grant information, streamline new proposals and share impact, 
all in one central hub. Learn more at grantseeker.fl uxx.io

Neon Raise lets nonprofi ts set up a great-looking donation page in just a few steps. Nonprofi ts can easily create 
custom donation levels and set up recurring donations, and provides full receipting to donors. For nonprofi t staff, 
the system includes a fundraising dashboard for insights into the page, as well as the ability to track donations 
and to compile and export donor data. Learn more at www.neoncrm.com/neonraise

This free grants management 
system powers thousands of 
nonprofi ts with an all-in-one tool 
for organizing, collaborating, 
reporting and insights.
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Growth & Giving Toolkit
The one-of-a-kind Growth & Giving Toolkit combines Fluxx 
Grantmaker and the CiviCore Giving Platform so that foundations 
can catalyze and manage grant and other giving year-round.

Fluxx Grantmaker is the leading grants management solution 
trusted by top foundations and membership associations to 
maximize effi ciency, transparency, and collaboration throughout 
their teams and with grantees. It makes grant submission 
processes transparent, roles and tasks clear, data easily 
accessible, and grant impact immediately visible. 
Learn more at www.fl uxx.io/products/grantmaker
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The CiviCore Giving Platform is the leading year-round and event-based fundraising platform for community-
based and cause-based foundations, offering tools such as a public portal for prospective donors, an adaptable 
administrative interface, comprehensive reporting, customizable cart functionality, donor-run campaigns, 
gamifi cation to drive growth, and a mobile-friendly user interface.  Learn more at 
www.civicore.com/solutions/community-giving-events
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